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APPLICATIONS
Walk-in, Commercial, Reach-in & Warehouse

The KE2 Evaporator Efficiency (KE2 Evap) is an electronic 
evaporator controller designed to save energy, provide tight 
temperature control, monitor the room/system, and provide 
advanced notice of issues with the refrigeration system.

KE2
EvaporatorEfficiency
G E N E R A L  P R O D U C T I O N  I N F O R M A T I O N

REPLACES
Thermostat, Defrost Time Clock, 
Defrost Termination/Fan Delay

CONTROLS
Temperature, Defrost, Evap Fans, 
Electric Expansion Valve (EEV)

COMMUNICATES
Email & Text Alerts, Remote 
Access, Graph, Datalog
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The KE2 Evap reduces energy used by the system 
through a proprietary demand defrost algorithm 
based on actual evaporator efficiency, advanced 
fan and heater management, reducing compressor 
run time, and precise control of superheat when 
optionally used with an Electric Expansion Valve 
(EEV). The KE2 Evap was designed with a quick 
payback and a life expectancy that matches that 
of the system. The controller pays for itself, then 
continues to pay dividends for the life of the 
system.

Tight temperature control is achieved through 
a reduction in defrosts, management of heaters 
once in defrost, and management of fans during 
the off cycle. This maintains product integrity, helps 
prevent freezer burn, and has the added benefit 
of eliminating frost/condensate on ceilings, walls, 
floors, and fixtures inside the space caused by 
excessive defrost heat.

Once provided internet access, the KE2 Evap has 
the ability to communicate to the KE2 SmartAccess 
portal for remote monitoring and control. This 
allows critical alarms and notifications to be 
sent via text or email. Many of the alerts provide 
advance notification of system issues, well before 
product temperature is affected.

INTRODUCTION



FEATURES & BENEFITS
 V Performs the function of multiple components: thermostat, 

defrost time clock, defrost termination, and fan delay.

 V Energy saving adaptive defrost and fan management, saving 
15%-50% over traditional controls.

 V Remote monitoring, control, and email/text alerts.

 V Improved product integrity and reduced spoilage – eliminates 
unnecessary defrost cycles, which reduces freezer burn, 
temperature spikes, and helps maintain product quality.

 V Eliminates ice formation on floors, ceilings, and fixtures due to 
excess defrost.

 V 30 day graph of room and coil temperature.

 V Built-in data log provides 30 days of system operation history.

 V Precise superheat control and additional energy savings with 
optional KE2 RSV (EEV).

 V Optional door switch with all the necessary time delays.

 V For new equipment or upgrade of existing equipment.

 V Eliminates complexity - simplifying wiring and programming.

 V Displays temperature to 1/10 of a degree.

 V Reduces the amount of defrost heat to reduce steaming.

 V Manual defrost.

 V Alarms – multiple meaningful alarms that allow action before 
room temperature is affected.

 V Visual display of active alarm, alarm relay output for 3rd party 
devices, and email/text alerts.



Through the KE2 Evap’s unique fan management, and by defrosting only when needed, the KE2 Evap provides 
consistent temperature control and reduces temperature fluctuations that degrade product quality.

The KE2 Evap eliminates unnecessary defrosts which leads to freezer burn, and helps maintain food moisture, 
preserving the product quality. Additionally, eliminating temperature spikes prevents product from thawing and 
sticking.

HOW THE KE2 THERM DEFROST ALGORITHM 
IMPROVES SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

LONGER SHELF LIFE - MORE APPEALING PRODUCT

HOW THE KE2 EVAP WORKS

The best refrigeration control requires both precision and accuracy. Transitioning from traditional mechanical 
controls to the KE2 Evap’s microprocessor-based management provides increased reliability, more precise 
temperature control, and improves the system’s performance.

The KE2 Evap eliminates large temperature swings associated with traditional controls, so product lasts longer, 
energy is saved, and equipment wear and tear is reduced.

The engineering behind the KE2 Evap rethinks the way refrigeration is delivered to the controlled space. First, 
by defrosting the evaporator coil only when necessary, the KE2 Evap reduces temperature spikes, and generally 
reduces the number & duration of defrost cycles – both saving energy and preserving product quality.

Another benefit of the KE2 Evap is by effectively managing the defrost heaters. The KE2 Evap minimizes steam 
created by the defrost cycle, which can create ice build-up on floors, walls, ceilings and product.

The KE2 Evap also effectively uses the evaporator fans to minimize the frost created during the refrigeration cycle. It 
accomplishes this by reducing the amount of time the system requires the compressor to operate, and intelligently 
turning the fans on and off based on room and coil temperature.

Traditional control has always required the evaporator fans to run 24-hours a day except during electric or hot 
gas defrost cycles. The KE2 Evap’s fan management runs the fans while the compressor is on. Then, while the 
compressor is off, it strategically monitors the environment to determine when to deliver the appropriate amount 
of cooling to the space.

While the controller is maintaining temperature, it is also monitoring the system’s performance. The defrost 
algorithm ensures the evaporator is performing above 90 percent efficiency at all times.

KE2 Therm approaches defrost in a revolutionary way, using an advanced defrost control algorithm that eliminates 
the dependency on time. Instead, KE2 Therm’s proprietary defrost algorithm monitors the efficiency of the 
evaporator.

By monitoring the coil efficiency, the KE2 Therm defrost algorithm determines the optimum time for the system to 
run a defrost cycle – defrosting only when evaporator efficiency is reduced due to frost. This minimizes the number, 
and negative effects, of defrost cycles on the space temperature. 



Indicator lights Red - critical alarm
Yellow - non-critical alarm
Green - calling for refrigeration (LLS relay energized)
Green �ashing - waiting on min. run or min. o� time to start/stop refrigeration
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Left & Right arrows move between Menus

Up & Down arrows scroll through Menu Parameters

Press BACK to return to the previous view.

Press ENTER to go from parameter to value.

Press ENTER, when display is blinking, changes can be made

Press & hold ENTER for 3 seconds to save change
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The KE2 Evap includes proprietary 
KE2 SmartAccess technology, 
which allows not only monitoring, 
but also remote control and allows 
changes without the need for 
port forwarding or VPNs. Alarms 
and alerts can be sent from the 
controller or the KE2 SmartAccess 
portal via text or email.

The controller uses standard 
TCP/IP communication and has a 
built-in web server. The webpage 
can be accessed locally via to the 
local network, or remotely via KE2 
SmartAccess. The KE2 Evap can 
also be integrated into 3rd party 
building management systems 
via the built-in API or via BACnet/
IP (requires KE2-EM and BACnet 
license).

 V 4 relays: defrost heat (20 amp), 
evaporator fan (10 amp), liquid 
line solenoid (LLS relay – 3 amp), 
and alarm (aux relay – 3 amp).

 V 5 analog inputs: (4) temperature 
sensors, (1) pressure transducer.

 V 3 programmable digital inputs.

 V 1 RJ-45 Ethernet Port

 V 0-10 VDC output for variable 
speed evaporator fan control.

 V 12 VDC driver output for a 
unipolar or bipolar stepper 
motor electric expansion valve.

 V 4 digit alphanumeric LED.

 V 6 button display interface.

Communications Hardware

KE2 EVAP NAVIGATION

Remote Monitoring, 
Control, Alarm 
Notifications
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The KE2 Evap is able to provide savings on systems utilizing a traditional mechanical Thermostatic 
Expansion Valve (TEV) or an Electric Expansion Valve (EEV). To provide maximum savings, KE2 Therm 
recommends the use of an EEV. In addition to precise superheat control, a properly sized EEV can provide 
adequate refrigeration flow even at a reduced pressure drop. This permits the system to run at lower head 
pressures during colder months, increasing energy savings.

KE2 Therm can assist in selecting a properly sized EEV. When paired with a KE2 Evap, our RSV expansion 
valve provides precise electronic control in a compact form. Controlling an EEV also requires an additional 
temperature sensor and pressure transducer. Even on systems with a TEV, superheat can be monitored 
with the additional sensor and transducer. 

EXPANSION VALVE



KE2 SmartAccess provides quick and easy real time 
access to your refrigeration systems, 24/7.

TEV/EEV

Evaporator
Fans

Defrost
Heaters

Room
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Multiple
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COMMUNICATES

Joe’s C-Store & Gas

Joe’s C-Store & Gas

on the go
XYZ Refrigeration

XYZ Refrigeration

Option 2 - KE2 SmartAccess directly connected
                     to existing network

Option 1 - KE2 SmartAccess with KE2-Edge Manager

CONTROLS &
at home  at workon site
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KE2 Smart Access

INTRODUCTION TO KE2 SMARTACCESS

Now it’s easier than ever to monitor and adjust your KE2 Evap remotely. While the KE2 Evap’s webpages 
can be accessed via traditional IT techniques, many customers prefer the simplicity and convenience of 
KE2 SmartAccess.

Once the controller is provided Internet access and KE2 SmartAccess is enabled, the controller quickly 
connects to your personal web portal, hosted by KE2 Therm, and provides a customized dashboard of all 
the controllers you setup with KE2 SmartAccess, for a nominal monthly fee.

No port forwarding or VPN required.



 V Bridge to existing Wi-Fi for internet 
instead of running cable.

 V Over one year of detailed datalogs and 
graphs (@ 15 minute intervals).

 V Local dashboard of up to 35 KE2 Therm 
devices on location.

 V Add KE2 Therm Wireless Sensors to 
monitor additional spaces.

 V Incorporate existing KE2 Therm devices 
at site.

 V Local Wi-Fi access for service.

 V BACnet/IP integration.

Accessing with a KE2-EM The KE2-EM provides an easy way to manage KE2 Therm devices 
at site. When connected to a network, the KE2-EM will automatically detect any KE2 
Therm devices on the network and create a dashboard for convenient monitoring and 
management. It also provides convenient Wi-Fi access to devices, data logging, email/text 
alerts and more.

KE2-EDGE MANAGER (KE2-EM)



Using a KE2-EM to access the controller is the easiest and most convenient way to access the controller 
locally, however, the controller can also be connected directly to the existing network on site (enabling 
DHCP on the controller and/or consulting local IT may be necessary). Once integrated into the local 
network, the controller can be accessed while connected to the local network by typing in its network 
assigned IP address. The controller’s current IP address can be viewed in the Variables menu (IP Octet 1-4).

Note:  If connecting a laptop directly to the controller, setting a static IP address on the laptop is necessary 
to access the controller (see Q.5.11 Direct Connect to Your KE2 Therm Controller). 
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Power
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KE2 Therm Ethernet Controllers:
KE2 Evaporator E�ciency 
KE2 Evap OEM
KE2 Evap RE(2)
KE2 Controlled Environment
KE2 Compressor Sequencer OEM
KE2 Condensor Control 

KE2 Therm Modbus Controllers:
KE2 Temp + Air Defrost
KE2 Temp + Valve Control
KE2 Low Temp
KE2 Adaptive Control

KE2 Temp
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To exsisting network for
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ACCESSING KE2 EVAP LOCALLY



From the controller webpage you can monitor 
temperatures, relay status, alarms, view the 
graph, make changes to setpoints, and manually 
control the system.

SERVICE VIEW WEBPAGE
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SPECIFICATIONS & MORE
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Specifications
Controller

Input Voltage: 120 VAC to 208 - 240 VAC

Ambient Temp: -40° to 140°F (-40°C to 60°C)

Operating Temp: -40° to 140°F (-40°C to 60°C)

Display: 4-digit alphanumeric LED

IP Rating: IP65

Inputs:
(4) temperature sensors

(1) pressure transducer

Valve Types: unipolar and bipolar stepper motors (12V) (pn 20222 is 21V)

Relays:
20A resistive (defrost)
10A inductive (evaporator fan)
(2) 3A inductive

Digital Input 1: door switch, use 2nd air temp setpoint, disabled, system off, 
external alarm notification

Digital Input 2: door switch, use 2nd air temp setpoint, disabled, system off, 
external alarm notification, defrost lockout, defrost interlock

Digital Input 3: door switch, use 2nd air temp setpoint, disabled, system off, 
external alarm notification, light switch

Communication: Standard TCP/IP, RESTful API, BACnet/IP (w/ KE2-EM)

Pressure Transducer - pn 20201 (10 ft lead) or pn 20204 (40 ft lead)

Pressure Range: 0 to 150 psia

Proof Pressure: 450 psi

Burst Pressure: 1500 psi

Operating Temp: -40° to 275°F (-40°C to 135°C) 

Temperature Sensor - 3 pack pn 21151 (15 ft leads) or pn 21066 (40 ft leads)

Sensor Specs: -60° to 150°F (-51°C to 65°C) moisture resistant package

Video 028 8 Benefits of the KE2 Evaporator Efficiency controller

Video 027 KE2 Evaporator Efficiency - Theory of Operation

Video 046 How to Wire the KE2 Evap Controller

Video 033 How to Confirm the KE2 Evap is Wired Correctly

Video 068 How to Determine Proper Coil Sensor Location

Video 069 How to Properly Install a Coil Sensor

Please visit
youtube.com/ke2therm
for videos on the KE2 Evap


